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Value Proposition
Data analytics refers to qualitative and quantitative techniques and processes 
used to enhance productivity and business gain. Data is extracted and 
categorized to identify and analyze behavioral data and patterns, and 
techniques vary according to organizational requirements.1

• We all support or make decisions
• Data that is relevant, accurate, timely, and complete drive better decisions
• Data that is visualized and shared helps decision makers
• Know your data and know the limitations
• We are all information brokers – we bring value with data
• Data is an asset – maximize its value

1 https://www.techopedia.com/definition/26418/data-analytics

https://www.techopedia.com/definition/26418/data-analytics
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Correlation doesn't imply causation, but it does waggle its eyebrows 
suggestively and gesture furtively while mouthing 'look over there'.

https://xkcd.com/552/
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Predictive Analytics

What is it?
Making predictions about future events via algorithms 
leveraging statistical techniques to analyze past data.

Key elements:
Historical Data - predictions are based on the trends 
of past; accuracy and depth of prior data is highly 
influential

Statistical Modelling - complex mathematical models 
describe a set of probability distributions concerning 
sample data; model choice drives the relevancy of the 
results

Assumptions - algorithms, or models, are based on 
past trends and correlations between numerous 
factors; accuracy of assumptions greatly impacts the 
output

What is it used for?
Improve customer service by predicting 
demand 
• Child care centers
• Housing
• Lodging
Improve training by predicting types of 
needs
• Combat
• Technology
• Financial Management

‘All models are wrong, some models are useful.’ ~ George Box

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example:  Based on financial markets and economic growth, airlines compete for pilots.  With multiple deployments and previous commitments satisfied, predictive analytics can help determine the military pilot accession, retention, and attrition. Based economic conditions, time in service, frequency of deployments, and promotion opportunities, predictions are made about the ability to hire and retain people.
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Historical Data
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Historical Data Trends
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Regression Lines

R-Squared: 0.999395R-Squared: 0.0079327



10https://xkcd.com/894/
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Machine Learning

What is it?
• A computer science discipline that 

uses statistical methods to create 
computer programs that can 
progressively improve performance 
on a data analysis task without being 
explicitly programmed.1

• Models and algorithms that may be 
used to make predictions to "produce 
reliable, repeatable decisions and 
results" and uncover "hidden 
insights" through learning from 
historical relationships and trends in 
the data.2

What is it used for?
• Data Security
• Loan and Credit approval
• Financial Trading
• Healthcare
• Fraud Detection
• Marketing Personalization
• Recommendations
• Online Search
• Natural Language Processing (NLP)
• Smart Cars

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning
2 https://www.sas.com/en_us/insights/analytics/machine-learning.html

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2016/09/30/what-are-the-top-10-use-cases-for-
machine-learning-and-ai/#282e906c94c9

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning
https://www.sas.com/en_us/insights/analytics/machine-learning.html
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Machine Learning

Why use it?
• Cheaper, faster, more accurate
• A simple program that can learn a 

task versus a writing a complex 
program to perform the task

• Programs can learn to do tasks 
that humans do not know how to 
code

• Programs can relearn faster than 
humans can update code

• It scales

Techniques
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Machine Learning – Supervised
Group and interpret data based only on input 
data.1

Infers, or learns, a function that maps an 
input to an output based on example input-
output pairs.2

The function, or model, makes predictions 
based on evidence in the presence of 
uncertainty.
Use supervised learning if you have known 
data for the output you are trying to predict.
Supervised learning uses classification and 
regression techniques to develop predictive 
models.

1 https://www.mathworks.com/discovery/machine-learning.html
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supervised_learning

https://www.mathworks.com/discovery/machine-learning.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supervised_learning
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Supervised Learning – Classification
Goal: predict output labels 
• Predict a sunny or rainy day based on four 

attributes, or “features”
• Each row is an observation 
• Each observation is ID, a feature vector, and a 

label
001, 0, 0.14, 30.06, 75, sunny

• Create a model using classification
• Train the model using the training data
• Validate the model with validation data
• Predict the label of a new observation

201, 0, 0.24, 31.01, 73, ???

“Practical Machine Learning with Python: A Problem-Solver’s Guide to Building Real-World Intelligent Systems”. Dipanjan Sarkar, Raghav Bali, and Tushar 
Sharma. 2018.
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Supervised Learning – Regression
Goal: price estimation 
• Predict house price based on square footage
• Each dot is an observation
• Each observation is an area in ft2 and a house 

price
(2164, 375000)

• Create a model using the least squares 
regression line (LSRL)

• Train the model using the training data
• Validate the model with validation data
• Predict the price of a new observation

(4328, ???)

“Practical Machine Learning with Python: A Problem-Solver’s Guide to Building Real-World Intelligent Systems”. Dipanjan Sarkar, Raghav Bali, and Tushar 
Sharma. 2018. 
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Machine Learning – Unsupervised
Finds a model to describe hidden patterns or 
structures in data.1

Used to draw inferences from datasets 
consisting of input data that does include 
labeled outputs.
Examples given to the learner, the model, 
are unlabeled, so there is no evaluation of 
the accuracy of the structure that is output –
distinguishes unsupervised learning from 
supervised learning.
Use unsupervised learning if you have 
unknown data you are trying to predict.
Unsupervised learning uses clustering 
techniques to develop predictive models.

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unsupervised_learning

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unsupervised_learning
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Unsupervised Learning – Clustering
K-Means Clustering
Goal: Bin objects into groups such that 
objects in each group are similar and objects 
in other groups are different.
• Number of clusters, K
• Centroid – center of each cluster
• Objects assigned to cluster with “closest” 

centroid
• “Closeness” is measured by a distance or 

similarity measure

Algorithm
1. Select K points as the initial centroids
2. Assign all point to the closet centroid
3. Re-compute the centroid of each cluster
4. Repeat 2 and 3 until centroids don’t change
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I find that when someone's taking time to do something right in the 
present, they're a perfectionist with no ability to prioritize, whereas when 
someone took time to do something right in the past, they're a master 
artisan of great foresight.

https://xkcd.com/974/
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Scripting

What is it?
A scripting language is a 
programming language that is 
interpreted, not compiled.
High-level programming languages 
with a great deal of abstraction from 
the details of an operating system or 
computer hardware.
Simple syntax and semantics.
Popular scripting languages:
• Python, R, Perl, JavaScript, PHP, 

VBA

What is it used for?
• Automating tasks
• Extracting data from data sets
• Rapid prototyping
• “Wrapper” programs
• Macros
• Machine learning
• Statistical analysis
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Python

What is it?
An open source scripting language 
created by Guido van Rossum and 
released in 1991.  Designed for general 
purpose programming with an 
emphasis on readability. Currently the 
fourth most popular language.1

Core philosophy2:
• Beautiful is better than ugly
• Explicit is better than implicit
• Simple is better than complex
• Complex is better than complicated
• Readability counts

What is it used for?
• Web applications
• Artificial intelligence
• Natural language processing 

(NPL)
• Embedded language for 

Raspberry Pi, LibreOffice, and 
many others

• Reddit
• Used by Wikipedia, Google, 

Yahoo!, CERN, NASA, Facebook, 
Amazon, Instagram, Spotify

1 https://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/
2 Peters, Tim (19 August 2004). "PEP 20 – The Zen of Python". Python Enhancement Proposals. Python Software Foundation. Retrieved 24 November 2008.
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Scripting Example

The task
Analyze and visualize data from 
multiple organizations to identify trends 
within and across those organizations.

Challenges:
• Inconsistent data formats
• Inconsistent naming conventions
• Missing data
• Lots of data
• Time limitations

The outcome
A single data file that includes all of 
the data from all of the organizations 
across all of the reporting 
timeframes.
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Data Source - USAspending.gov

What is it?
The official source for spending data 
for the U.S. Government.1

Mission: Show the public how much 
and on what the federal government 
spends money every year.
Shows the money from 
Congressional appropriations to the 
federal agencies down to local 
communities and businesses.

What are the sources?
More than a hundred federal agencies' 
financial systems:
• Federal Procurement Data System Next 

Generation (FPDS-NG)
• Federal Assistance Broker Submission 

system (FABS)
• FFATA Sub-award Reporting System 

(FSRS)
• System for Award Management (SAM)
• Federal agencies

o contract, grant, loan, direct payment, and 
other award data at least twice a month

o financial systems data quarterly

1 https://www.usaspending.gov/#/about
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USAspending.gov Submissions
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Data
USAspending.gov
• Agency submission raw quarterly DATA 

Act files
• Five agencies

• Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)
• Department of Homeland Security 

(DHS)
• Department of Energy (DOE)
• United States Court of Appeals for 

Veterans Claims (CAVC)
• Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety 

Board (DNFSB)
• Four quarters 2017 Q2, 2017 Q3, 2017 

Q4, and 2018 Q1

For more information visit https://www.usaspending.gov/#/about

https://www.usaspending.gov/#/about
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Data Analysis
Are there files for each quarter of interest?

Yes, all agencies submitted data for 2017 Q2-Q4, and 2018 Q1.

Do the files all have the same data?
No, DHS includes additional columns.

Are the column names the same?
No, DHS columns names differ, including alternate abbreviations and 
underscores.
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Column Name Reconciliation

Col Ltr All Columns / Final Names Col Ltr CAVC, DNFSB, DOE, VA Col Ltr DHS
Y A_AppropriationsAcctKey Y A Appropriations Acct Key
M AdjustmentsToUnobligatedBalanceBroughtForward_CPE I AdjustmentsToUnobligatedBalanceBroughtForward_CPE M adjustments_to_unobligated_cpe
E AgencyIdentifier B AgencyIdentifier E agency_identifier
D AllocationTransferAgencyIdentifier A AllocationTransferAgencyIdentifier D allocation_transfer_agency
H AvailabilityTypeCode E AvailabilityTypeCode H availability_type_code
F BeginningPeriodOfAvailability C BeginningPeriodOfAvailability F beginning_period_of_availa
O BorrowingAuthorityAmountTotal_CPE K BorrowingAuthorityAmountTotal_CPE O borrowing_authority_amount_cpe
N BudgetAuthorityAppropriatedAmount_CPE J BudgetAuthorityAppropriatedAmount_CPE N budget_authority_appropria_cpe
S BudgetAuthorityAvailableAmountTotal_CPE O BudgetAuthorityAvailableAmountTotal_CPE S budget_authority_available_cpe
L BudgetAuthorityUnobligatedBalanceBroughtForward_FYB H BudgetAuthorityUnobligatedBalanceBroughtForward_FYB L budget_authority_unobligat_fyb
P ContractAuthorityAmountTotal_CPE L ContractAuthorityAmountTotal_CPE P contract_authority_amount_cpe
W DeobligationsRecoveriesRefundsByTAS_CPE R DeobligationsRecoveriesRefundsByTAS_CPE W deobligations_recoveries_r_cpe
G EndingPeriodOfAvailability D EndingPeriodOfAvailability G ending_period_of_availabil
A FiscalYear A Fiscalyear
K FLEX_TAFS K FLEX_TAFS
X GrossOutlayAmountByTAS_CPE P GrossOutlayAmountByTAS_CPE X gross_outlay_amount_by_tas_cpe
I MainAccountCode F MainAccountCode I main_account_code
T ObligationsIncurredTotalByTAS_CPE Q ObligationsIncurredTotalByTAS_CPE T obligations_incurred_total_cpe
R OtherBudgetaryResourcesAmount_CPE N OtherBudgetaryResourcesAmount_CPE R other_budgetary_resources_cpe
B PackageSubmissionDate B Packagesubmissiondate
C PeriodEndDate C Periodenddate
Q SpendingAuthorityfromOffsettingCollectionsAmountTotal_CPE M SpendingAuthorityfromOffsettingCollectionsAmountTotal_CPE Q spending_authority_from_of_cpe
V StatusOfBudgetaryResourcesTotal_CPE T StatusOfBudgetaryResourcesTotal_CPE V status_of_budgetary_resour_cpe
J SubAccountCode G SubAccountCode J sub_account_code
U UnobligatedBalance_CPE S UnobligatedBalance_CPE U unobligated_balance_cpe

‘AgencyIdentifier’ will be used for all files, so  DHS’ 
‘agency_identifier’ is renamed ‘AgencyIdentifier’ 

‘FLEX_TAFS’ is only in the DHS files, so it is added to the non-
DHS dataframes as a blank column
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Script Steps
• Rename columns
• Rearrange and add columns
• Process a DHS data file
• Process a Non-DHS data file
• Concatenate files
• Output the concatenated files
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Rename Columns
Create a dictionary, dhsCols, for the DHS columns that must be renamed. 
Format: 'old_name': 'new_name'

dhsCols = 

{'adjustments_to_unobligated_cpe':'AdjustmentsToUnobligatedBalanceBroughtForward_CPE',

'agency_identifier':'AgencyIdentifier','allocation_transfer_agency':'AllocationTransferAgencyIdentifier',

'A Appropriations Acct Key':'A_AppropriationsAcctKey','availability_type_code':'AvailabilityTypeCode',

'beginning_period_of_availa':'BeginningPeriodOfAvailability',

'borrowing_authority_amount_cpe':'BorrowingAuthorityAmountTotal_CPE',

'budget_authority_appropria_cpe':'BudgetAuthorityAppropriatedAmount_CPE',

'budget_authority_available_cpe':'BudgetAuthorityAvailableAmountTotal_CPE',

'budget_authority_unobligat_fyb':'BudgetAuthorityUnobligatedBalanceBroughtForward_FYB',

'contract_authority_amount_cpe':'ContractAuthorityAmountTotal_CPE',

'deobligations_recoveries_r_cpe':'DeobligationsRecoveriesRefundsByTAS_CPE',

'ending_period_of_availabil':'EndingPeriodOfAvailability','Fiscalyear':'FiscalYear',

'gross_outlay_amount_by_tas_cpe':'GrossOutlayAmountByTAS_CPE','main_account_code':'MainAccountCode',

'obligations_incurred_total_cpe':'ObligationsIncurredTotalByTAS_CPE',

'other_budgetary_resources_cpe':'OtherBudgetaryResourcesAmount_CPE','Packagesubmissiondate':'PackageSubmissionDate',

'Periodenddate':'PeriodEndDate','spending_authority_from_of_cpe':'SpendingAuthorityfromOffsettingCollectionsAmountTotal_CPE',

'status_of_budgetary_resour_cpe':'StatusOfBudgetaryResourcesTotal_CPE','sub_account_code':'SubAccountCode',

'unobligated_balance_cpe':'UnobligatedBalance_CPE'

}
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Rearrange and Add Columns
Create a list, allCols, containing the column names in the order they will 
appear in the output file.

allCols = 
['Agency', 'FiscalYear', 'Quarter', 'A_AppropriationsAcctKey',
'AdjustmentsToUnobligatedBalanceBroughtForward_CPE', 'AgencyIdentifier',
'AllocationTransferAgencyIdentifier', 'AvailabilityTypeCode',
'BeginningPeriodOfAvailability', 'BorrowingAuthorityAmountTotal_CPE',
'BudgetAuthorityAppropriatedAmount_CPE', 'BudgetAuthorityAvailableAmountTotal_CPE',
'BudgetAuthorityUnobligatedBalanceBroughtForward_FYB',
'ContractAuthorityAmountTotal_CPE', 'DeobligationsRecoveriesRefundsByTAS_CPE',
'EndingPeriodOfAvailability', 'FLEX_TAFS', 'GrossOutlayAmountByTAS_CPE',
'MainAccountCode', 'ObligationsIncurredTotalByTAS_CPE',
'OtherBudgetaryResourcesAmount_CPE','PackageSubmissionDate', 'PeriodEndDate',
'SpendingAuthorityfromOffsettingCollectionsAmountTotal_CPE',
'StatusOfBudgetaryResourcesTotal_CPE', 'SubAccountCode', 'UnobligatedBalance_CPE‘

]
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Process a DHS Data File
Process 'File_A_appropriations_DHS_2017Q2.csv'
1) Assign the filename to a variable
2) Read the file into a dataframe
3) Rename columns if necessary
4) Rearrange columns and add empty columns if necessary
5) Add Agency and Quarter values

DHS17Q2_csv = os.path.join(dataDir, 'File_A_appropriations_DHS_2017Q2.csv')

DHS17Q2 = pd.read_csv(DHS17Q2_csv)

DHS17Q2 = DHS17Q2.rename(columns=dhsCols)

DHS17Q2 = DHS17Q2.reindex(columns=allCols)

DHS17Q2['Agency'] = 'DHS'

DHS17Q2['Quarter'] = 'Q2'
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Process a Non-DHS Data File
Process 'File_A_appropriations_CAVC_2017Q2.csv'
1) Assign the filename to a variable
2) Read the file into a dataframe
3) Rename columns if necessary
4) Rearrange columns and add empty columns if necessary
5) Add Agency, FiscalYear, and Quarter values

CAVC17Q2_csv = os.path.join(dataDir, 'File_A_appropriations_CAVC_2017Q2.csv')

CAVC17Q2 = pd.read_csv(CAVC17Q2_csv)

CAVC17Q2 = CAVC17Q2.reindex(columns=allCols)

CAVC17Q2['Agency'] = 'CAVC'

CAVC17Q2[‘FiscalYear'] = '2017'

CAVC17Q2['Quarter'] = 'Q2'
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Concatenate Files
Concatenate all of the file dataframes into one large dataframe, 
combined_df

combined_df = pd.concat([CAVC17Q2, CAVC17Q3, CAVC17Q4, CAVC18Q1, DHS17Q2,
DHS17Q3, DHS17Q4, DHS18Q1, DNFSB17Q2, DNFSB17Q3, 
DNFSB17Q4, DNFSB18Q1, DOE17Q2, DOE17Q3, DOE17Q4, 
DOE18Q1, VA17Q2, VA17Q3, VA17Q4, VA18Q1])
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Output the Concatenated Files
Write the combined dataframe to a CSV file, 
'File_A_approps_all.csv'

tableauSource_csv = os.path.join(outputDir, 'File_A_approps_all.csv')

combined_df.to_csv(tableauSource_csv, index=False, header=True)
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You can make these maps say whatever you want by adjusting the methodology.  Half the time you’re just 
amplifying random noise because the underlying data doesn’t vary that much from one state to another.  
But whatever.  Nobody checks this stuff.  Just pick whatever normalization lets you make fun of Florida.



35https://xkcd.com/1653/
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Visualize the Data
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Visualize the Data (some more)
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Agencies Across Quarters
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Multiple Agencies with Unique Field
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Questions?
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Backup Slides
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Cluster Example
• A corporate business process for matching resumes with position 

descriptions requires a significant amount of human intervention  
• Recruiters perform keyword searches and visually skim tens of resumes looking 

for matches
• Aggressive proposal timelines result in incomplete results due to inefficient 

processes
• The processes do not scale

• Current data analysis tools include simple SQL queries and filters 
which are time consuming and ineffective
• Resumes are often tailored for specific job descriptions and may not be matched 

with other, appropriate jobs because they don’t pass the “sniff” test
• Personnel using the queries and filters are not tech savvy, thus effectiveness 

suffers
• The tools do not scale
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Proposed Solution
• Use data mining to a classify unstructured text resumes 

• Reduce human involvement in matching resumes with position 
descriptions 

• Cluster resumes based on specific features that are consistent with 
corporate objectives

• Recommend employees’ resumes for open positions based on an 
algorithm

• Approach
• Data processing, Vectorizing, Feature Extraction, Feature Reduction
• Classification, Similarity Measure
• Document clustering , Cluster Visualization 
• Map resumes to position descriptions based on results
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Topic Modeling
• An unsupervised machine learning 

technique for understanding 
collections of documents

• Discover themes hidden in the 
collection of documents

• Decomposes each document into 
a collection/mixture of topics

• Multi-membership clustering
• Unsupervised – cluster labels are 

unknown
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TF/IDF
• Term Frequency, 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻(𝒕𝒕,𝒅𝒅)

Number of occurrences of a term in a 
document

• Inverse document frequency, 𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑻𝑻(𝒕𝒕)
Measure of how much information the term 
provides; common or rare across all 
documents
Log of total number of documents divided by 
the number of documents containing the term

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑁𝑁
𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡

Term occurrence score: rarer terms scored 
higher

• TF-IDF Score
𝑇𝑇𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑡𝑡,𝑑𝑑 = 𝑇𝑇𝐼𝐼 𝑡𝑡,𝑑𝑑 × 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑡𝑡

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑁𝑁
𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡

= 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
10,000,000

1,000 = 4

𝑇𝑇𝐼𝐼 𝑡𝑡, 𝑑𝑑 = 𝑇𝑇𝐼𝐼 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡, 001 = 3

𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑻𝑻 𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒅𝒅𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒕𝒕,𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎 = 3 × 4 = 𝟎𝟎𝟏𝟏

“budget” appears 3 times in Doc 1

“budget” is in 1K of 10M documents
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Data Description
• Corpus – collection of documents

o Resumes in a comma separated value 
(CSV) format 

• Token – a specifically defined “term”
o An alpha-numeric character
o A group of alpha-numeric character
o A group of alpha-numeric and non-alpha-

numeric characters
• Tokens found in the corpus

o periods, commas, newline characters, 
white spaces, numbers, English words, 
and combinations of these

• Longest – most number of tokens; corrupted 
• Shortest – fewest number of tokens; blank 

template
• Understanding the raw data is critical

Number of
Resumes

Number of
Tokens

Number of
Unique Tokens

Corpus 8,265      16,974,480 147,069          
Shortest 234              33                    
Longest 32,024        1,607              
Average 2,054           
Median 1,668           
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Feature Engineering
• The identification and removal of 

tokens that are likely to decrease 
the relevancy of the resulting topic 
models.

• Tokens that remain are sets of 
lowercase alpha-characters (e.g., 
system, engineering, contract)

• Effects of feature engineering
o small number of unusually long 

and short resumes.
o Resumes at both ends of the 

spectrum were removed
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Before and After Feature Engineering
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• Importance of each token is 
weighted using TFIDF 

• Tokens occurring frequently have 
low TFIDF scores

• Tokens occurring infrequently have 
low TFIDF scores

• TFIDF scores ranged from ~1.3 to 
7.8.  

• Distribution of TFIDF scores 
indicates that there are a large 
number of tokens that influence 
topic identification.  

Figure 3: Distribution of Feature TFIDF Weights
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K-Means Topics for K = 25

Cluster 
Number

Topic Model
Cluster
Rating

0 security | personnel | program | industrial security | industrial | classified | personnel security | access | information | program security Good
1 network | systems | support | system | software | information | servers | certification | description | training Good
2 training administrator | administrator | administrator location | administrator manager | manager training | training | manager | foreign local | direct manager | location direct Good
3 administrative | support | description | office | assistant | reports | travel | employees | program | accounting Good
4 administration generalist | generalist | administration | generalist location | generalist manager | manager administration | travel security | manager | foreign local | local travel Good
5 systems | software | engineer | analysis | engineering | description | development | system | support | design Good
6 travel | niger | guinea | zambia | burkina | training administrator | travel zambia | zambia zambia | zambia travel | dba equip Okay
7 program | support | business | development | description | training | analysis | systems | technical | planning Good
8 manager | direct manager | united | location | direct | location direct | engineer | security | na | security na | Bad
9 manager security | manager | direct manager | location | direct | location direct | security | training location | manager manager | training manager Bad

10 training | operations | support | description | active | systems | instructor | military | program | mission Good
11 mexico | mexico mexico | instr | embassy | manager embassy | embassy mexico | forensic | mexico manager | forensic instr | inst Okay
12 kigali | kigali kigali | embassy kigali | kigali rwanda | rwanda | rwanda manager | manager embassy | embassy | manager security | manager Okay
13 logistics | systems | support | equipment | training | maintenance | aircraft | description | program | system Good
14 analysis | planning | support | systems | program | development | mission | operations | budget | training Good
15 foreign local | manager foreign | manager | zzz | location direct | foreign | direct manager | local | admin functional | local security Bad
16 systems | system | engineering | program | analysis | development | support | requirements | technical | engineer Good
17 intelligence | analysis | operations | systems | support | training | collection | intelligence analysis | mission | national Good
18 federal resources | ccam cac | ccam | wmsa | cac | wmsa technician | technician ccam | resources | cac wmsa | federal Bad
19 university | systems | university graduation | type discipline | discipline university | education type | graduation | discipline | education | type Bad
20 software | development | systems | data | system | web | sql | description | applications | engineer Good
21 cyber | systems | information | network | security | certification | assurance | support | operations | analysis Good
22 financial | contract | contracts | program | budget | analysis | accounting | planning | business | monthly Good
23 inst | instr | advisor | lv | travel | advisor inst | enforce | advis | enforce advis | travel travel Bad
24 undisclosed | classified | undisclosed classified | manager undisclosed | manager | classified united | intelligence analyst | direct manager | location | debrief Bad
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K-Means 3D Cluster Plots
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Resumes Per Cluster
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Conclusion
Results:
• K-Means created 25 clusters of unidentified topics
• Inspection revealed 15 topics that aligned with corporate themes.

The following could improve the quality of discovered topics:
• Improve the quality of raw resume data
• Reduce irrelevant tokens through additional feature engineering
• Implement Latent Dirichlet Association (LDA)
• Experiment with additional topic modeling techniques
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Latent Dirichlet Association 3D Cluster Plots
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